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0. INTRODUCTION 
IN [S], A. N. Dranishnikov produced examples of infinite dimensional metric compacta that 
have integral cohomological dimension equal to three. These examples established the 
distinct nature of these classical dimension theories, settling the problem, posed by P. S. 
Alexandroff in 1932 [l], of whether the integral cohomological dimension of a compact 
metric space is the same as its covering dimension. The techniques used in [S] shed little 
light on whether or not there could be such an example having integral cohomological 
dimension two. The infinite dimensionality of the examples in [S] is, ultimately, detected 
using the vanishing of the reduced complex K-theory with Z/p coefficients (p a prime) of an 
Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(Z, 3). While reduced complex K-theory with Z/p coeffi- 
cients of an Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(Z, n) vanishes for n 2 3, the same is not true for 
K(Z, 2)). (The reader is referred to [2] and [4] for details of these K-theoretic assertions.) 
The specific nature of K-theory itself plays no direct role in the analyses in [S]. The 
essential feature is that it is a generalized cohomology theory for which K(Z, 3) behaves as 
a point; i.e., the reduced K-theory of K(Z, 3) is trivial. Actually, the latter is not true for 
complex K-theory itself but is valid when Z/p coefficients (p a prime) are used (see [2], [4]). 
The absence of readily available generalized cohomology theory for which K(Z, 2) is known 
to behave as a point requires an alternate approach to that in [S] in order to produce an 
infinite dimensional compact metric space having integral cohomological dimension equal 
to two. (In addition, the generalized cohomology theory would have to have the property 
that, in each dimension, its value on a finite complex is a finite group, the latter is true for 
K-theory with jinite coeficients.) 
An overview of the approach providing an alternate method to that in [S] and 
producing cohomological dimension two examples is: 
1. For any complex L and iterated loop spaces SZ’L, there is a family of functors 
{X + [X, CL]}, associating to a space X the set of homotopy classes of maps of 
X to R’L. Restricting to r 2 2, the functors take values in abelian groups, [20, p. 125-J. 
Unless L happens to be an infinite loop space, these functors are not part of 
a generalized cohomology theory. Nevertheless, some structure is present. In particu- 
lar, there is a “truncated” Mayer-Vietoris sequence that will be exploited. 
2. The properties of a complex L that make it suitable are: 
a. L is a finite complex and neither L nor its iterated loop spaces are weak homotopy 
equivalent to a point; 
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b. [K(Z”, 2), CL] = 0 for all s 2 1 and all r sufficiently large (the absence of 
a Kiinneth formula makes it necessary to deal directly with arbitrary finite direct 
sums of copies of Z); and 
c. for P a finite complex, [P, PL] is finite for all r sufficiently large. 
3. A finite complex is “suitable” provided it has non-zero homotopy groups in infinitely 
many dimensions and, except for possible finitely many, these groups are finite. For 
n 2 2, the sphere S” is “suitable” as it has infinitely many non-zero homotopy groups 
and, for n-odd, only rc#“) is infinite while, for n even, only rr#“) and 7c2,,_ i(P) are 
infinite; see [16, pp. 515-5161. 
Establishing that complexes specified in Item 3 satisfy conditions a-c in Item 2 relies heavily 
on the validity of the Sullivan Conjecture; namely, 
THEOREM (H. Miller [13]). 1f G is a locaEly jinite group (i.e., each jnitely generated 
subgroup isjnite) and L is ajnite dimensional C W-complex, then the space of pointed maps 
from K(G, 1) + L, denoted map,(K(G, l), L), is weak homotopy equivalent to a point (i.e., has 
trivial homotopy groups). 
It is no surprise that the homotopy theory of spheres plays an important role in 
establishing that covering dimension can differ from integral cohomological dimension. In 
fact, the existence of the examples in [S] as well as those constructed herein is intimately 
connected with the homotopy fiber of the “natural” inclusion S” 4 K(Z, n). An analysis that 
includes exploring the nature of this fiber will be done in [S]. Recall that a space X is said to 
have integral cohomological dimension I n, written dimzX I n, provided, for every map 
f: A + K(Z, n) of a closed subset A c X, there is an extension to a map F: X + K(Z, n). 
(Evidently, this is a “classifying space” statement that the inclusion induced homomorphism 
H”(X; Z) -+ H”(A; Z) is onto for every closed subset A c X and is, in fact, equivalent to 
requiring that Hq(A, B; Z) = 0 for all closed pairs A c B and all q r n + 1.) Contrast the 
cohomological notion with the following characterization of covering dimension. A space 
X has covering dimension I n, written dim X I n, provided, for every map f: A + S" of 
a closed subset A c X, there is an extension to a map F: X + S”. Adopting standard 
conventions, dimX = n means dim X I n but dim X 4 n - 1 and dim X = cc means 
dimX 4 n for all n, and, similarly, for cohomological dimension. 
In addition to the transparent fact that dimzX I 1 if and only if dimX I 1 (as S’ is 
a K(Z, l)), there are the classical facts that dimzX I dimX and that dimzX = dimX 
provided dim X < co. Of course, it is this last fact that dictates that these dimension theories 
can only differ on spaces having infinite covering dimension. The reader is referred to [ 181 
for an exposition that compares these two dimension theories. In particular, it contains 
a description of (unpublished) work of R. D. Edwards that provides a structural framework 
for describing the class of compacta having finite cohomological dimension. Both the 
examples in [S] as well as those below are constructed using this framework. 
In [lo], R. D. Edwards set forth an exact connection between the classical problem 
posed by Alexandroff in 1932 and the more recent problem that had emerged in the study of 
the topology of manifolds. Namely: Can a cell-like mapping on a finite dimensional 
manifold raise dimension? The examples in [S] can be used to produce cell-like dimension 
raising mappings defined on 7-dimensional euclidean space R’ (further adjustments in [6] 
provide examples defined on R6). The examples constructed herein give rise to such cell-like 
dimension raising maps defined on R’. There are no such maps defined on R3; see [12] (or 
[19]). Whether or not there are such maps defined on R4 remains unresolved. 
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1. STATEMENTS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS AND SOME COROLLARIES 
THEOREM 1. For m 2 3 and essential map S” + R3S3, there is a compact metric space 
X with dimzX I 2 and a map X --+ S” such that the composition X -+ S” -+ Q3S3 is essential. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists infinite dimensional compact metric spaces having integral 
cohomology dimension equal to two. 
COROLLARY 2. There is a cell-like map f: R5 + Y where dim Y = CO. 
COROLLARY 3. There is a cell-like map f: Z + Y where dim Y = co and Z is 3-dimensional 
Euclidean retract. 
The next result involves “mixing” the groups used to measure cohomological dimension. 
The examples are in some sense “minimally cohomological dimensionally” but still infinite 
dimensional. 
THEOREM 2. There is an infinite dimensional compactum X with dimzX = 2, dimqX = 1, 
and dimzipX = 1 for each prime p. In particular, dimz(X x X) = 3. 
2. A MAYER-VIETORIS SEQUENCE FOR ITERATED LOOP SPACES 
For pointed space Y, the loop space Q Y is the space of all mappings K (I, (0, l}) + (Y, *) 
with the compact open topology, the base point being the constant “loop”. Recursively, 
SZ’Y=R(W’Y). 
For a space Y with base point * (normally, referred to as a “pointed space” without 
naming the base point), [ , Y] is the functor that assigns to a pointed space X the set of 
equivalence classes [X, Y] of pointed maps from X to Y where two such maps are 
equivalent if there is a pointed homotopy between them. Recall that, for r 2 2, [X, a’ Y] is 
an abelian group [20; p. 1251. 
As usual, it is necessary to limit the types of spaces that are permitted. A standard 
restriction, which we adopt, is that set forth in [20; Ch. 1 941, namely, working in the 
category of compactly generated spaces. The reader is referred to [20; Ch. l] for additional 
details as well as necessary definitions, for example, the term “cofibration” that appears in 
the following lemma. The proof of the next result is completely standard, (some) details 
being included to assist the reader. 
LEMMA 1. (Mayer-Vietoris For Iterated Loop Spaces) Let L be a pointed C W-complex, 
X a compactly generated space, A, B c X closed subsets with the inclusions A n B 4 A an 
A n B 4 B cofibrations, and specify that the base point be in A n B (in particular, 
A n B # 0). Then the sequence 
..~~[A,~r+‘L]OIB,R”‘L]~[AnB,R”‘L]-,[AuB,SZ’L]~ 
[A, DL] 0 [B, Q’L] -+ [A n B, Q'L] . . . + 
is an exact sequence of abelian groups provided r 2 2. 
Proof Recall that the group structure is induced by the H-space structure that loop 
spaces inherit from the “natural” multiplication of loops. 
Three of the homomorphisms are easily described, namely: the homomorphism 
[A, CI’L] 0 [B, SZ’L] + [An B, s1’L] is given by [f] 0 [g] + [f (AnB - glAnn] and the 
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homomorphism [A u B, SZ’L] -P [A, WL] 0 [Z?, n’Z.1 is given by [f] -+ [f iA] 0 I&]. 
The homomorphism [A n B, Cl’+ 1 L] + [A u B, WL] is the composition of: 
[AnB,CY+’ L] 2: [E(A n B), Cl’L] 
[X(A u B), Q’L] + [A x (0) u ((A n B) x I) u (B x (1)) Q’L]. 
[Ax{O}u(AnB)xIuBx{l},R’L] N[(AuB)xI,R’L] 2: [AuB,R’L]. 
The first is a “natural” isomorphism (see [20; p. 1251) where x denotes the reduced 
suspension. Namely, XX = X x Z/(X x (0, l} u * x I), where Z = [0, l] and * is the base 
point. The second is a homomorphism induced by the quotient map 
Ax{O}u(AnB)xIuBx{l}-+C(AuB) 
defined by sending A x (0) u ({ *} x I) u B x (l} to the base point. The third are isomor- 
phisms, the first induced by the inclusion (since the inclusions A n B 4 A an A n B 4 B are 
cofibrations) 
Ax{O}u(AnB)xIuBx{l} c(AuB)xI, 
and the second induced by projection. 
The triviality of the composition 
is detected as follows. Givenf: A -’ Sl’+l L and g: B -’ a’+ ’ L, the image of [f] 0 [g] in 
[Ax(O}u(AnB)xZuBx(l},R’L] is represented by a map h which is constant on 
Ax{O)uBx{l} with h(x, t) =f(x)(2t) on (A n B) x [0, l/2] and h(x, t) = g(x)(t) on 
(A n B) x [l/2, 11. These last two formulae can be used to extend h to A x [0, l/2] u (A n B) 
x Z u B x [l/2, l] and the extension is constant on (A u B) x (l/2}. It follows that the image 
of [h] in [A u B, R’L] is zero. 
If [q]Eker([AnB,Q’+’ L]-+[Ax{O}u(AnB)xZuBx{l},~‘L]), then there is 
a homotopy {h,}: A x (0) u (A n B) x Z u B x {l} --+ Q’L with h,, constant on A x (0) u 
B x (1) and ho(x, t) = q(x)(t) on (A n B) x Z and with hl constant. Definingf: A -’ Q’+ ‘L 
andg:B-+Q’+’ L byf(a)(t) = hAa, 0) and g(b)(r) = W, 1), the image of Cfl 0 Cd is Cd, 
as the restriction of the homotopy {h,} to (An B)x Z be used to produce a homotopy 
betweenflA,s - glAns and 4. 
Checking the remaining (easier) cases is left to the reader. 
Remark. There is a version of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence that is valid when 
A n B = 0. It requires that A u B be interpreted as the one point union obtained by 
identifying a base point from each. Unfortunately, in practice this interpretation is not the 
one that is needed. The safest approach is simply to use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence as 
stated in Lemma 1; i.e., require that A n B # 0. 
3. A COMBINATORIAL VIETORIS-BEGLE THEOREM 
The classical Vietoris-Begle Mapping Theorem states that, for a proper mapf: X -+ Y 
(between, say, metrizable spaces) with the Tech cohomology H*(f-i(y)) N H*(point) for 
all y E Y, the homomorphismf*: H*(Y) -+ H*(X) is an isomorphism. There is no compar- 
able result when Tech cohomology is replaced with a generalized cohomology theory even 
for cell-like mappings between compact metric spaces. Specifically, the example due to J. 
Taylor [17] is a cell-like map f: X -+ I” from a compactum X with nontrivial reduced 
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K-theory to the Hilbert cube. (This is precisely the invariant that is used to detect that the 
map is not a shape equivalence!) In fact, the infinite dimensionality of the examples 
constructed in [S] is detected using K-theory and, consequently, the cell-like dimension 
raising mappings that they give rise to (as in [18]) do not preserve K-theory. 
This is not to say that there are no Vietoris-Begle type theorems for generalized 
cohomology theories, say as in [2], but rather that these are not “directly” comparable. 
Nevertheless, a combinatorial version of a Vietoris-Begle theorem is valid for general- 
ized cohomology theories as well as in the less structured setting of homotopy classes of 
maps to iterated loops spaces of CW-complexes. 
LEMMA 2. (Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem) Let rc: Z? --t K be a mapfrom a com- 
pactly generated space to a countable simplicial complex such that the inclusion II- l(A) 4 K 
is a cojbration for every subcomplex A c K. If r0 2 2 and L is any pointed C W complex with 
[n-‘(a), Q’L] = Ofir all simplices ~EK and all r 2 rO, 
then the induced map 
z*: [K, Q’L] --i [I?, Q’L] is an isomorphismfor all r 2 rO. 
Proof In the case that K is a finite simplicial complex, argue inductively on the number 
of simplices. In order to start the induction, it is easily checked that the conclusion is valid 
for K O-dimensional. Generally, express K = A u o where 0 is a maximal simplex, say 
m-dimensional, with m 2 1. Inductively, assume the lemma is valid for A and A n o. By 
assumption, the lemma is valid for cr. Its validity for K follows using Lemma 1 and the Five 
Lemma (see [16; p. 1851). 
The general case that K is a countable simplicial complex follows along the lines set 
forth in [14]. Express K = u,z 1 Ki as the increasing union, i.e., Ki c Ki+ 1, of finite 
subcomplexes. Following [14], there are short exact sequences 
and 
O+Lim’([~-l(Ki),Q’+l L]} + [I?, Q’L] + InvLim{ [n-‘(KJ, Q’L]} -+ 0. 
For r 2 ro, the (K/,-I(~$s induce isomorphisms between the Lim’ terms and the Inv Lim 
terms detecting that rr itself induces an isomorphism. 
A few comments on applying [14] are in order. Rather than determining that the 
necessary features of an honest generalized cohomology theory are present, “mimic” the 
proof in [14]. Specifically, choose of basepoint in * eK1 for K. The base point gives rise to 
a base ray { *} x [0, co). Paralleling the notation in [14], set 
P = K1 x [0, l] u K2 x [l, 23 u K3 x [2,3] u . . . , 
and set Pr equal to the base ray { *} x [0, co) union the Ki x [i - 1, i] for i odd and P2 equal 
to the base ray ( * } x [0, co) union the Ki x [i - 1, i] for i for even. The additivity formulae 
[Ply Q’L] N fi [Kzt_ 1, fZ!‘L] and [Pz, Q’L] N fi [KZi, O’L] 
i=l i=l 
are valid provided [PI, n’L] is interpreted as homotopy classes of maps where the maps 
and homotopies are required to send the base ray to a point (and similarly for [PZ, O’L]). 
In addition, the equivalence [P, n’L] N [K, Q’L] is valid when the former is interpreted as 
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homotopy classes of maps where the maps and homotopies are required to send the base 
ray to a point. With these adjustments, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in §2 can be used to 
complete the analyses. 
Express K” = U,?_i n- 1 (Ki) and proceed as just described for this case as well. n 
That the examples constructed in [S] as well as below are compact is due to the 
fortuitous vanishing of certain “Lim’ ” terms. The next lemma records the vanishing result 
that will be needed. As discussed earlier, spheres are legitimate choices for the complex 
L appearing in the lemma. The statement of the next result obscures, so as to be precise 
about base points, its “real” content. Namely, if the restriction to each finite subcomplex of 
a map from a countable complex to a space having finite homotopy groups is null- 
homotopic, then the map itself is null-homotopic. 
LEMMA 3. Let L be a pointed C W-complex and r0 2 3 be an integer such that the 
homotopy groups TC~(L) are jinite for k 2 r. and let K = U ,E 1 Ki be a countable simplicial 
complex expressed as the increasing union of jinite subcomplexes with basepoint * E K1. If 
k 2 r. - 1 and f : K + Rk L is a map whose restriction to each Ki represents the trivial e.lement 
in [Ki, nkL], then f represents the trivial element in [K, QkL]. 
Proof The “adjointness” [XX, Y] -.[X, QY] gives rise to the dimensional shift of 
homotopy groups resulting from “looping”; namely, nj(RkL) = nj+k(L)e In particular, for 
k 2 ro, the homotopy groups of RkL are finite. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence in $2 and 
induction on the number of simplices leads to the conclusion that [Ki, RkL] is finite for 
each i and each k 2 ro. In order to start the induction, observe that for Ki O-dimensional 
[Ki, RkL] is finite since the number of path components, noQkL), is finite by assumption. 
For Ki positive dimensional, express Ki = Kf u o, where 0 is a maximal, say m-dimensional. 
simplex where m 2 1. The intersection Kf n o an (m - 1)-dimensional sphere. The 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence becomes 
. . . + 7L,_1(Rk+’ L) ~ [Ki, SZ’L] ~ [Kf, nkL] ~’ . . 
and left most group is finite by assumption and the right most group is finite by induction. 
Exactness easily reveals that the middle group is finite as well. 
Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2, apply the analyses from [14] to obtain the exact 
sequence 
O+ Lim’([K,, Rk+‘L]} + [K, RkL] + InvLim([K,, nkL]} +O. 
As long as k 2 r. - 1, the groups [Ki, R k+ ’ L] are finite groups and, hence, the Lim ‘-term 
vanishes leaving an isomorphism that implies the conclusion of the lemma. n 
Remark. The assumption that r. 2 3 can be weakened to r. 2 2. It is necessary to 
consider the sequence 
O+Lim’{[Ki,SZZL]}-*[K,R’L]+InvLim{[Ki,~’L]}~O, 
which includes (possibly) non-abelian groups. The added generality is not needed. Checking 
that details of the proof for this situation is left to the interested reader. 
4. THE COMPUTATION: [K(Z”, 2), R3S3] = 0. 
For the most part, the results in this section can be derived from the work by Zabrodsky 
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in [21]. The specialized nature of the setting of this paper allows for “self contained” proofs 
that are included. 
LEMMA 4. If L is a pointed CW-complex and r0 2 3 is an integer such that n,JL) isfinite 
for k 2 ro, then [K(Q’, s), RkL] = Ofor k 2 r. - 1 and t, s 2 1. 
Proof The proof proceeds by induction on both t and s. Fix an integer k 2 r. - 1. 
First, consider the case that t = s = 1. Recall that a model for a K(Q, 1) is the infinite 
telescope of S’ -+ S’ -+ S’ +. . . where the nth map has degree n! and write 
K(Q, 1) = us1 z where z is the mapping telescope of the first i maps. Since 
rcl(~lrL) ‘v nk+ 1 (L) and the latter is a finite groups by assumption, any map 
f: K(Q, 1) + RkL is trivial on nl. Since each z is homotopy equivalent o a l-sphere (the 
last S’ in the telescope), the restriction offto each z is null-homotopic. Lemma 3 applies 
and asserts that f itself is null-homotopic and, hence, [K(Q, l), R’L] = 0. 
Next, consider the case that s = 1 and t arbitrary. Since K(Q’, 1) has as a model 
K(Q’- ‘, 1) x K(Q, l), the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem (Lemma 2) applied to the 
projection K(Q’-‘, 1) x K(Q, 1) + K(Q’-I, 1) and induction (on t) combine to reveal that 
[K(Q’, l), RkL] = 0 for all t. (In order to apply the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem 
(Lemma 2), choose a model for K(Q’-‘, 1) that is a countable simplicial complex. The same 
stipulation is needed subsequently at several places.) 
Finally, since n(K(Q’, s)) is a model for K(Q’, s - l), the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle 
Theorem (Lemma 2) applied to the path fibration K(Q’, s - 1) 4 B + K(Q’, s) and induc- 
tion (on s) combine to reveal that [K(Q’, s), nkL] = 0 for all s. n 
Recall that the conclusion of the Sullivan Conjecture is that, under certain hypotheses, 
the space of pointed maps, map,(K(G, l), L), is weak homotopy equivalent o a point. In 
particular, each of the homotopy groups ?rk(map,(K(G, l), L)) = 0. There are natural 
equivalences 
(t) %(maP*(K(G, l), L)) = CS”, map,(K(G, l), L)l = CCkK(G, 11, Ll = [KG 11, Q’LI. 
The first is the definition and the last reflects the adjointness of suspending and looping as 
discussed previously. The middle equivalence is valid at the level of function spaces; namely, 
map,(Sk, map,(K(G, 1), L)) 1: map,(EkK(G, l), L). 
Recalling that the reduced suspension CkX is the smash product Sk A X, a reference is [20; 
p. 1051. 
LEMMA 5. If L is ajnite dimensional pointed CW-complex and r. 2 3 is an integer such 
that &(L) isjnitefor k 2 ro, then [K(Z’, s), R’L] = Ofor k 2 r. - 1, s 2 2, and t 2 1. 
Proof: First, consider the case that s = 1. The natural inclusion of the integer lattice 
Z’ CF Q’ has a cokernel the abelian torsion group Q’/Z’. The latter group is one to which the 
Sullivan Conjecture applies and, hence, using the interpretation given in (t), 
[K(Q’/Z’, l), RkL] = 0 for all k 2 0. Since Lemma 4 includes the statement that 
[K(Q’, 2), nkL] = 0 for k 2 r. - 1, applying the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem 
(Lemma 2) to the fibration 
K(Q’/Z’, 1) 4 K(Z’, 2) + K(Q’, 2) 
reveals that [K(Z’, 2), R’L] = 0 for k 2 r. - 1. 
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The general case now follows inductively by applying the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle 
Theorem (Lemma 2) to the path fibration K(Z’, s) 4 B + K(Z’, s + 1) for s 2 2. n 
The next lemma records that the spheres can serve as the complex L in Lemma 5 since 
.n#“) is finite for k 2 n + 1 if n is odd and for k 2 2n if n is even [16; pp. 515-5161. 
LEMMA 6. For n odd CK(Z’, s), QkS”] = 0 for k 2 n, s 2 2, and t 2 1 and for n even 
CK(Z’, s), Q”S”] = 0 for k 2 2n - 1, s 2 2, and r 2 1. 
5. DETECTING COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION AND EDWARDSWALSH COMPLEXES 
This section contains the technical machinery for detecting that an inverse limit of 
compact polyhedra has cohomological dimension at most n as well as a brief description of 
a “combinatorial resolution” associated to a triangulated polyhedron that will be used to 
describe compacta having cohomological dimension at most n. The details presented below 
are “sketchy” at best. The reader can find additional details as well as other points of view in 
WI, C51, PI and Cl51. 
LEMMA 7. Let (Pi, ti), i = 1,. . . , CO, be a sequence of compact polyhedra and triangula- 
tions. Suppose that {pi + 1: Pi + 1 + Pi>,? 1 is an inverse sequence satisfying: 
(a) for infinitely many m, given a map g: L + K (Z, n) of a subcomplex L of P, with respect 
to the triangulation t,, the composition g 0 p,,,+ I Ir,:,(~j extends to a map G: P,+ 1 + K(Z, n); 
(b) for each i 2 1 and each E > 0, there is an m. 2 i such thatfor m 2 m, the diameter of 
Pi+1O’ . *Opm-1opm(a) C Pi is less than s for each JET,. 
Then, setting X = Znv Lim((Pi, pi)}, dimzX 5 n. 
Proof Setting p*,i equal to the induced map from X to Pi, condition (b) is equivalent o 
(b’) for each E > 0, there is an m. such that for m 2 m, the diameter of p,&(o) is less 
than E for each agt,. 
For a map f: A + K(Z, n) from a closed subset A c X, there is an m. such that for m 2 m. 
there is a subcomplex L of P, with pco,,,(A) t L and a map g: L + K(Z, n) such that 
g 0 pm,,, IA is “close to” and, hence, homotopic tof: Specify an m 2 m. satisfying condition (a) 
as well. Let G: P,+ 1 -+ K(Z, n) be an extension of g~p,,,+tl~,:~(~) and observe that 
GOP m,m+l is an extension of g 0 pm,,,lA. Standard homotopy extension properties yield an 
extension for J; revealing that dimx X I n. n 
The complexes that are described next provide the building blocks needed to produce 
inverse systems as hypothesized in Lemma 7. These were introduced in [18] and are used to 
establish the converse to Lemma 7. More importantly, they are used to systematically 
produce compacta having finite cohomological dimension, amongst which are the infinite 
dimensional examples constructed herein as well as those constructed in [S] and [6]. While 
these complexes have been referred to as “Walsh complexes”, it is perhaps a more accurate 
reflection of the developments that led to Cl83 to call them “Edwards-Walsh complexes”. 
LEMMA 8. For each n 2 1 and compact triangulated polyhedron (P, z), there is a CW- 
complex Pz, ,, and a map 71: Pz, ,, + P satisfying: 
(a) K- l(L) is a subcomplex of Pz, ,, for each subcomplex L c P; 
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7 for n = 2 and, in addition, each of the compositionsfo pz 0 p3 0. . .o pi: Pi + R3S3 will be 
essential. In particular, setting X = Inv Lim { (Pi, Pi)}, dimzX < 2 and the composition 
Pm.1 / 
X-Y-n s 3 3 
is essential. 
Set Pi = S” and specify a triangulation ri . Let n,: (Pl)z, 2 + PI be an Edwards-Walsh 
complex associated to (Pi, zl). Lemma 6 sets forth the necessary “vanishing result” so that 
the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem (Lemma 2) applies to establish that the com- 
position (P,)z, 2 - n’ P / 1 ---+ Q3S3 is essential. The finiteness of the higher homotopy 
groups of S3 enables the use of Lemma 3 to specify a finite subcomplex P2 c (P,)z,2 such 
711 IP2 
that the composition P2 ---+ PI 
f 
- R3S3 remains essential. Set p2 = xl Ip2. (A technical 
point is that the finite CW-complexes encountered should be polyhedra. This poses no 
difficulties. It simply requires that the CW-complexes encountered are built so that finite 
subcomplexes are polyhedra.) Let r2 be a triangulation of P2 so that the diameter of each 
P2(a) is less than l/2 for all OEZ~. 
Next, let 7r2: (P2)z, 2 + P2 be an Edwards-Walsh complex associated to (P2, r2). The 
Combinatorial, Vietoris-Begle Theorem (Lemma 2) applies to establish that the composi- 
112 fOP2 
tion (P2)z, 2 - P2 - R3S3 is essential. Lemma 3 enables the specification of a finite 
x1 IP, fop2 
subcomplex P3 c (P2)z, 2 such that the composition P3 ----+ P2 + R3S3 remains essen- 
tial. Set p3 = x2 Ips. Let r3 be a triangulation of P3 so that the diameter of each p3(a) and 
p20p3(cr) is less than 1/22 for all ~JEZ~. 
Inductively, let xi: (P& 2 + Pi be an Edwards-Walsh complex associated to (Pi, Zi). The 
Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem (Lemma 2) applies to establish that the composi- 
tion (Pi)& 2 - Iii Pi------F 
fOP2”..‘OPi R3S3 
is essential (inductively, the composition 
fOP20. * *"Pi is essential). Lemma 3 enables the specification of a finite subcomplex 
pi+l 
%lP‘,, fop20.. .“Pi 
c’(Pi)z, 2 such that the composition Pi+ 1 - Pi - R3 S3 remains essential. 
Set pi+ 1 = KiIpi+I. Let ti+ 1 be a triangulation of P. r+l so that the diameter of each 
Pj”’ * *~p~+~(a) is less than 1/2’for all OEZ~+~ and all 2 <j I i + 1. 
Lemma 9 records the necessary structural features of Edwards-Walsh complexes that 
assure that condition (a) of Lemma 7 is valid (for each m). n 
Deriving Corollaries l-3. An example X as specified in Theorem 1 admits an essential 
map to a sphere S” for some m 2 3 detecting that dimX 2 3. Since dimxX I 2, the only 
possibility is that dimX = co and dimxX = 2. 
A result of R. D. Edwards as set forth in [18] provides a cell-like map g: x” + X where 
d is a compact metric spaces with dim _? = 2. Embed .J? 4 R5 and let Y be the decomposi- 
tion of R5 consisting of the point inverses f-l(x), x E X, and the singleton sets {z}, 
z~(R’\z). The quotient mapf: R5 + R5/9 is a cell-like dimension raising map (observe 
that X 4 R5/%). 
The construction just described can be repeated for an embedding d 4 2 where 2 is 
a 3-dimensional Euclidean retract. For example, Z can be constructed by representing x as 
the limit of an inverse sequence of compact polyhedra {Qi, qi} with dim Qi I 2, i 2 1, and 
setting Z equal to infinite union of the mapping cylinders of the 4;s “laid end to end” with 
2 attached. Such a Z is a 3-dimensional Euclidean neighborhood retract and, provided 
Q1 = (point}, Z is contractible and, hence, a Euclidean retract. Alternatively, there is 
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a compact 3-dimensional Euclidean retract described in [3] that “generically” contains 
embedded copies of every 2-dimensional compacta. .H 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The definition of integral cohomological dimension adapts easily to other groups. 
Namely, dimcX I n, provided, for every map f: A + K(G, n) of a closed subset A c X, 
there is an extension to a map F: X + K(G, n). 
The preliminaries including, among other things, claims of the validity of versions of the 
results from $5 for cohomological dimension with respect o the rationals Q and the finite 
fields Z/p for p a prime are admittedly sketchy. Additional details can be found in [6] and 
a thorough development will be set forth in [9]. 
For G = Q or Z/p for a prime p, Lemma 7 (and its proof) remain valid if K(Z, n) is 
replaced by K(G, n) in the hypotheses and dimz is replaced by dim, in the conclusion. 
Unfortunately, Lemmas 8 and 9 are not so easily adapted to this more general setting. 
Furthermore, there are additional subtleties connected with the Edwards-Walsh complexes 
7~: PQ, I + P and rc: Pzip, 1 + P associated to a polyhedron and triangulation (P, z) (as 
compared to PQ, n and Pzlp, ,, for n 2 2). Nevertheless, these do exist and adequate versions 
of Lemmas 8 and 9 are valid. In particular, for each 0~ 7 with dim IJ 2 2, n-‘(o) N K(Q’, 1) 
forzPQ,l+Pandn-’ (a) = K((Zlp)‘, 1) for n: QP, I + P, the value oft depending on the 
dimension of 0. 
These last assertions are important. Lemma 4 records that [K(Q’, l), R3S3] = 0 and the 
Sullivan Conjecture as interpreted in $4 (equation (t)) records that [K(Z/p, l), R3 S3] = 0, 
while the proof of Lemma 4 can be used to deduce that [K((Z/p)‘, l), n3S3] = 0 as well. In 
particular, the Combinatorial Vietoris-Begle Theorem (Lemma 2) reveals that, for an 
essential map f: P + R3 S3, both 
pQ, 1 - n PA n3S3 and P ZIP3 1-2PAR3S3 
are essential. 
Using the construction set forth in the proof of Theorem 1 in $6 and replacing the use of 
tpi)Z, 2 with (pi)Q, 1 (respectively, (Pi)Z/p, I P ) reduces a compacturn X admitting an essential 
map to S” with dimoX = 1 (respectively, dimziPX = 1). 
The example whose existence is asserted in Theorem 2 is obtained by intermingling the 
three types of Edwards-Walsh complexes. Namely, at different stages use one of (Pi)z,z, 
(pi)Q, 19 and, for each prime p, (Pi)z/p, 1 making sure that each is used infinitely often. The 
compacturn X that is produced will satisfy: dimX = cc, dimzX = 2, dimQX = 1, and, for 
each prime p, dimzipX = 1. Since Q and Z/p are fields, dimoX x X = 2 dimoX = 2 and 
dim,,X x X = 2dimzjpX = 2. Finally, the Bockstein inequalities reveal that 
dimzX x X = 3. The reader is referred to [12] for details of these computations. 
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